Abstract. This paper depicts the applications of classical root locus based PID control to the longitudinal flight dynamics of a Flying Wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, P15035, developed by Monash Aerobotics Research Group in the Department of Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering, Monash University, VIC, Australia. The challenge associated with our UAV is related to the fact that all of its motions and attitude variables are controlled by two independently actuated ailerons, namely elevons, as its primary control surfaces along with throttle, in contrast to most conventional aircraft which have rudder, aileron and elevator. The reason to choose PID control is mainly due to its simplicity and availability. Since our current autopilot, MP2028, only provides PID control law for its flight control, our design result can be implemented straight away for PID parameters' tuning and practical flight controls. Simulations indicate that a well-tuned PID autopilot has successfully demonstrated acceptable closed loop performances for both pitch and altitude loops. In general, full PID control configuration is the recommended control mode to overcome the adverse impact of disturbances. Moreover, by utilising this control scheme, overshoots have been successfully suppressed into a certain reasonable level. Furthermore, it has been proven that exact pole-zero cancellations due to derivative controls in both pitch and altitude loop to eliminate the effects of integral action -contributed by open loop transfer functions of elevon-average-to-pitch as well as pitch-to-pitch-rate-is impractical.
Introduction
The ultimate design that the UAV engineers wish to achieve is to provide autonomous systems from taking off, cruising to landing. The development of small UAVs have been expanded rapidly for various purposes starting from hobbyist such as radio controlled aircraft, up to military applications, e.g., spy aircraft. Such aircraft have been developed rapidly, mainly after World War I, and applied by some countries during World War II. The interest of such aircraft has grown significantly due to the advantages they offered, e.g., more economical to operate and no risk of aircrews [1] [2] [3] [4] .
It has been established beyond doubt that in recent years we have witnessed a massive researches and developments for uninhabited air vehicles. Recent research regarding to GPS-based autopilot for a UAV can be found in [5] . Meanwhile, the implementation of multivariable autopilot for a small helicopter can be found in [6] . Also, the development of novel autopilot for a UAV with auto-lockup capability has been discussed in [7] . Furthermore, prior research due to the implementation of robust 2 H and  H as well as gain scheduled autopilots have been rigorously discussed in [1] , [8] [9] [10] .
This paper nonetheless rigorously discusses the study of applying root locus based PID autopilot to the altitude control for a particular aircraft that has elevon control surfaces only. Our early identification work for the aircraft has been published in [4] with extensions to this work in [1] [2] [3] .
The UAVs of our interest are small and fly at relatively low Reynolds Numbers (250K) regimes which, amongst other challenges, mean turbulent flow and laminar separation across wing surfaces. Partially due to this reason, the aircraft dynamics are non-linear and at times uncertain. Aircraft of this size are also very susceptible to air turbulence [1] [2] [3] .
Based on the open loop model elevon-average-to-altitude acquired, PID autopilots have been subsequently designed. The first reason to choose PID is due to its simplicity. Since it does not require such complicated computations, it can be implemented by a cheap and affordable payload for a small aircraft. This, of course, leads to smaller demands of memory and processor capacity. The second reason is due to its availability. Since our UAV, P15035, from Monash Aerobotics Research Group has already employed onboard PID controllers for its autopilot; our design results can be implemented straight away.
Relevant control theory could be found in [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] with special emphasis on system identification techniques can be found in [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . We have at our disposal a very large repository of flight logs for our aircraft obtained over several years. The logs contain a complete record of aircraft in-flight dynamics. It is intended to make this material available to other researchers for their control system studies.
The availability of control systems toolbox in MatLab makes the composition process become a rather easy task; the offline algorithms are significantly more Fendy Santoso, et al. 16 computationally intensive than the simple PID based control loops computed online or in-flight, where we have electrical and computational power limitations.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. The derivation of the open loop longitudinal model is given in Section II. Furthermore, the performances of single control modes, i.e., single P, I and D autopilot are given in Section III. Subsequently, the possible combination of 2 control modes will be studied, i.e., Proportional Integral modes as well as proportional differential modes. Finally the performances of full PID control configurations will also be examined. Discussions and conclusions are then made accordingly in Section IV.
The Open Loop Longitudinal Model
Generating a comprehensive non-linear mathematical model for an aircraft is usually impractical. Instead, a more realistic approach is to develop a linearised model which is valid for a small dynamic range. Longitudinal and lateral models for conventional larger aircraft are well understood [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
Most conventional aircraft have three primary control surfaces, namely, rudder, elevator and ailerons. Along with the throttle they are the four major input variables to control the flight of an aircraft. The aircraft used in this study ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ) is a flying wing and if unswept it is known as a "plank" because of its resemblance of course to a plank of wood. Most flying wings have only two control surfaces or elevons that combine the function of ailerons for roll control (and indirectly turn) and elevators for pitch control [1] [2] [3] .
Planks are simple to construct and can be made to be very compact, rugged and crash tolerant. The flight characteristics of planks are benign, at least for human operators and they also exhibit predictable stall behaviour allowing them to descend quickly and safely. All of these characteristics were important in the design of P15035, its sister aircraft P16025 and the superficially similar Dragon Eye now widely deployed with the US Marines [1] [2] [3] .
Flying wings, because they do not have a tail, rely on some reverse camber (upsweep in the trailing edge of the wing) to maintain a zero pitching moment and with that comes drag and less energy efficiency. To minimise the reverse camber we have to minimise the stability margin in the pitch axis. In this study, the stability margin has been made sufficiently high to allow human control. The controller described here will permit us to use airfoils with less camber and less drag both for computer assisted and autonomous flight [1] [2] [3] . Pitch is controlled by the average deflection of the two elevons and rolls (and indirectly yaw) by the difference, at least to a first order approximation. It is worth noting that for planks roll is normally controlled by deflecting the elevons equally in an attempt to control yaw and to again minimise unnecessary drag. It is feasible to control the elevons independently in a more optimum fashion rather than have them coupled in a relatively simple relationship. This will be developed further in later research, but for now, we will concentrate on pitchaxis control where the elevons are driven in unison. 
Autopilot

MP2028
The longitudinal model and lateral directional model for the P15035 have been obtained using system identification techniques [19] [20] [21] based on real flights, as distinct from simulation, and were initially reported in [4] .
For trimmed flight with a constant engine thrust (and airspeed) the P15035's longitudinal discrete time transfer function from the elevon average deflection ∂ 
In which, its complex conjugate poles are:
. It is apparent that as all poles of (2) are located on the left hand side of the s plane so the open loop system is stable as we expect.
It has been established (e.g., see [5] , [11] [12] , [27] [28] [29] [30] ) that the typical longitudinal dynamics of a traditional aircraft (elevator to pitch) with a constant engine thrust can be expressed as
where  is now the elevator angle (instead of the elevon average in (2)). For aircraft, the factor is the short period mode. Typically, the phugoid mode is lightly damped with a relatively large period and the short period mode represents heavily damped oscillation. As a result, phugoid roots are always complex conjugate located near the origin. In our case, nevertheless, the overall pitch step response is a combination of a slow exponential function and a quickly decaying high frequency oscillation Comparing (2) with (3), it can be apparently seen that the longitudinal model (2) has pitch characteristics which are not similar to those of conventional aircraft. Consequently, when the roots are real, the term phugoid can no longer be properly used. In our case, its phugoid model is replaced by pitch subsidence roots and is given by:
This is overdamped with a dominant large time constant of s 10   . Its short period model is given by:
Here, the damping ratio is about 0.268 and the natural frequency 9.12 rad/s. The settling time is small being in the order of 1s. The impulse response for both modes is plotted in Figure 2 . Normally, the roots of the phugoid mode are complex conjugate. In this research we have nonetheless encountered a different situation.
Root Locus Based Autopilot PID's Parameters Tuning Having confirmed the fact that the longitudinal response is of the general form expected, we now determine the pitch-to-altitude transfer function in z domain with a sampling frequency of 5 Hz as:
Eventually, converting (6) 
where, h is the altitude of the aircraft in metres.
PID Autopilot Designs
The "double loop" autopilot structure is clearly depicted in Figure 3 . A well-known method employed by control engineers in practise is the socalled "Ziegler-Nichols" tuning. It works based on quarter decay ratio responses. Nevertheless, since the design objective of this research is to minimise overshoots whilst still maintain a reasonably fast settling time, this tuning method could not become a suitable candidate for controlling an aircraft.
An aircraft, in fact, is quite sensitive to overshoots, particularly when it wants to descend or land. A reasonable amount of overshoots could create severe damages to the systems and indeed suppress the efficiency of the closed loop control systems. As a result, we have conceived choosing root locus technique in allocating the closed loop poles since it can accommodate a lot more degree and flexibility in adjusting the closed loop poles. Other viable techniques for tuning the PIDs gain in the literature exist, including the use of fuzzy systems, neural networks or coefficient diagram method [6] .
Proportional Autopilot
The transfer function of a proportional control in z domain is based on a single amplification (constant gain) as follows:
The gain of a proportional control can be treated as the gain of root locus. It turns out that:
where, rl K is the gain of root locus.
Since proportional control cannot create any significant changes on the root locus topology what can be achieved instead to improve the desired closed loop performances is only to adjust the proportional gain to yield to the acceptable closed loop performances. The main advantage of this control scheme is in fact due to its simplicity.
The fact that the open loop transfer function of elevon-average-to-pitch in practice is not a perfect type one system shall lead this control scheme to poor disturbance rejection and also the inevitable amount of steady state error, especially for small value of proportional gains.
The pitch responses for numerous value of p K (small gain between 1 to 10) are given by Figure 4 . It is obvious that according to (7) the open loop transfer function of elevonaverage-to-altitude is neither a perfect type one nor a type two system. Accordingly, the steady state error has been an inevitable outcome.
The value of steady state error can be calculated using the following equation 
In which p K known as position constant and is defined as:
It is now apparent from (9) and (10) that the higher the value of proportional gains, the smaller the value of steady state error and vice versa. Proportional gain in fact must be carefully chosen as a delicate balance of trade off between steady state error and overshoots as illustrated in Figure 6 . 
Integral Autopilot
The time domain performances of integral controls are investigated in this section. The transfer function of an integrator in z domain can be depicted as follows:
where,
T : Sampling period. open loop transfer function of elevon-average-to-altitude has already had two poles around 1  z . Thus, the additional pole from integral control will tend to push the branches of the the root locus out of the unit circle. As a result, it shall create instability problems as given by Figure7 and Figure 8 respectively. 
Exact Pole/Zero Cancellation Issues due to DD Control
We could argue that theoretically we may be able to cancel the double poles located at 1  z due to the relation of pitch-rate-to-pitch as well as pitch-toaltitude by employing differential autopilot for both pitch and altitude loop such that overshoots can be completely eliminated. However, it should be pointed out that exact pole-zero cancellation may not work practically for the reasons given subsequently. This fact also has been proven both experimentally and analytically. Firstly, it has been clarified by [9] that exact pole-zero cancellation is impractical due to component tolerances in continuous system and finite word length effect in digital system.
Moreover, the cancelled poles will create the so-called "hidden modes" which may somehow mask the information related to the internal stability [9] . Therefore, even though the controlled variable converges, that is, as What is more, from the root locus point of view, it is suspected that the stability issues encountered by employing D controls are due to inescapable path inside the so-called "critical region". It is said to be critical since the root locus branches are located reasonably closed to the stability margin of discrete-time systems 
Proportional-Integral Autopilot
The mathematical expression of a z domain based PI control is given by:
It turns out that a PI control shall contribute to an additional pole located at 
Again, although PI controls shall create zero steady state error, the major drawback of this control scheme is nonetheless related to the existence of overshoots, which is normally higher than PD control.
For pitch PI control loop given by (13) , the resulting root locus topology and its unit step responses are given by Figure 10 . Similarly, the mathematical model of PI control for the altitude loop is given by:
The resulting root locus and its closed loop unit step response are given in Figure 12 and Fig 13 . Furthermore, the resulting altitude loop transfer function is given by: 
In which, its complex conjugate poles are given by:
The reason why closed loop PI control schemes experience a reasonable amount of overshoots is mainly due to the presence of these complex conjugate poles which are indeed impractical to be completely eliminated. Also, it is obvious from equation (15) that the imaginary parts of the complex conjugate poles are higher than its real parts
Proportional-Differential Autopilot
In this section, we investigate the performance of PD autopilots in both pitch and altitude control systems. The transfer function of a PD autopilot in z domain can be derived as follows:
By applying this control scheme, one fixed pole at 0  z and one adjustable zero, at
, are assigned to the open loop system. We can use the additional zero contributed by D control to increase the stability of the closed loop system. From equation (16) , it turns out that the zero satisfies:
if the total gain is increased, the zero will be shifted to the left. On the other hand, if the total gain is declined, its zero will be shifted to the right. Moreover, it can be predicted that there will be a small amount of steady state error in the system due to the absence of the open loop pole, located at 1  z .
The chosen PD control model for pitch loop is given by:
The altitude root locus of our chosen PD control is given by Figure 14 . Subsequently, Figure 15 turns out that the implementation of a PD control yields to a moderately good performances. However, the drawback of this control scheme is nonetheless due to the presence of over/under-shoots and small amount of steady state error.
Figure 15 Altitude Unit
Step Response due to PD Autopilot Action.
Complete PID Autopilot Configuration
In this section, the performances of a well-tuned PID control configurations for both pitch and altitude loop are studied. The reason to employ a complete PID control is mainly due to its further flexibility in allocating poles and zeroes offered. This, in general, should lead to the better achievable performance.
The transfer function of a full PID control in z domain can be depicted as follows: 
Although a full PID control offers more degree of flexibility in allocating poles and zeroes, this will not automatically guarantee a superior performance. To achieve an acceptable performance, its zeros have to be carefully allocated.
In this scenario, the chosen PID autopilot model is given by: Hence the transfer function of the inner closed loop can be depicted as follows: The overall closed loop transfer function is obtained as follows: It is apparent that as soon as the closed loop system has been successfully stabilised, the control signals were pushed down to zero.
Conclusions
A well-tuned PID autopilot has been successfully demonstrated acceptable closed loop performances for both pitch and altitude loops. In general, it can be argued that a full configuration PID autopilot is the suggested control mode to overcome the adverse impacts of disturbances. However, this may lead to a more expensive computational bit for the onboard autopilot.
Overshoots are in fact the undesirable outcomes, particularly, when aircraft wants to land or approach a ground based station. A significant amount of overshoots may lead to the difficulties to land the aircraft or even may cause damage to the whole system. Nevertheless, irrespective of the chosen PID Inner disturbance applied T=20 s mag=-.5
Outer disturbance applied T=40 s mag=-.5
Pitch disturbance applied t=20s mag= -0.5
Altitude Control Signal autopilot gains in both pitch and altitude loops; it is still impractical to completely remove, or achieve an absolutely zero percent overshoots.
The reason for that is because once feedback controls are applied and the gains of the controllers are set to any non zero values, the dominant closed loop poles contributed by OLTF's phugoid modes have been shifted away from the real axis and occupied its imaginary axis. These circumstances are deteriorated by the limitations of the PID control in allocating the desired closed loop poles. Nevertheless, the overshoots still could be minimised into a reasonably safe level Theoretically, one may argue that D control could be used to cancel double poles at 1  z However; this control scheme only works on papers; for the reasons mentioned in Section 3.3. It also can be further clarified by [9] .
